
Grounded and not Boeing anywhere  
What Happened?  
The worldwide grounding of Boeing's 737 Max jet reached five months and there’s no concrete 
end in sight. Aviation regulators and airlines sent Boeing’s best-selling plane to their bedroom 
until behavior improves.  
 
Let’s backtrack: Boeing’s fuel-efficient jet was grounded in mid-March, the aftermath of two 
fatal accidents over a six-month period which killed 346 people. 

● Investigators found a piece of automated flight-control software to be the cause of both 
disasters. 

● Boeing developed a solution, but have yet to submit the fix to regulators.  
 
Airlines across the globe are sitting 737 Max flights in the corner for an extended timeout 
with peak travel season around the corner… 
Southwest is the latest to extend their punishment, joining American, United and other airlines. 

○ Southwest canceled 180 daily flights until mid-November at the earliest. Pilot 
hiring and promotions are postponed due to the grounding.  

○ United expects to eliminate about 95 daily flights in October.  
○ American already nixed 7,800 trips from its second-quarter schedule.  

 
How Does This Affect My Wallet? 
Boeing’s expected to experience a second-quarter crash. 
They’ll take a $4.9 million charge in the grounding’s backlash… 

● That’s $8.72 per share, wiping out all second-quarter profits  
● The charge doesn’t include potential payouts to victims.  

 
Airline (lack of) supply creates demand 
The major airlines are generating revenue despite canceling flights  

● American Airlines still brought in 3% to 4% more per mile for each seat it flies - a key 
industry metric  

● Southwest expecs to grow 6.5% to 7.5% this year. 
 
 

Disney’s Endgame is King  
What Happened 
Disney was crowned box-office king this weekend. The movie studio scored record-breaking 
success in the revamped, lifelike Lion King’s opening weekend and made history with Marvel’s 
Avengers: Endgame.  
 
The classics remain classic: Despite harsh reviews and a 55% Rotten Tomatoes rating from 
critics, The Lion King remake generated an estimated $191.8 billion in the US on opening 
weekend.  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-american-airline-outlook/american-airlines-raises-unit-revenue-forecast-shares-rise-idUSKCN1U51H0
https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/06/25/southwest-airlines-tweaks-its-q2-forecast.aspx


● Simba and squad rocked the highest opening in July, ever.  
● Add revenue from theaters around the world and the total hit $543.6 million globally.  

 
Meanwhile, in the Marvel Universe: Avengers: Endgame is now the highest-grossing film of 
all-time, earning $2.79 billion at the global box-office in just 87 days!  

● Avatar, which held the top spot at $2.78 million for nearly a decade, was in theaters for 
237 days and re-released again in 2010.  

 
How Does This Affect My Wallet?  
Disney continues to dominate the entertainment industry (and the world).  
The company climbed 30% this year by:  

● Announcing their new streaming service, Disney+ 
● Acquiring 21st Century Fox 
● Tugging at childhood memories with Toy Story 4 and The Lion King (remake) 
● Taking over the box-office with Avengers: Endgame  

 
Over 60% of analysts give the stock a buy rating and Jim Cramer deemed Disney “an 
annuity stream.”  
 
Though there’s no Mickey Mouse in the future, stockholders (and superfans) have plenty to be 
excited about in the coming years:  

● Frozen 2 and Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker  
● Four slated sequels to the newly acquired (and dethroned) Avatar series 

 

 


